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A. Comprehension

Line often lmplies movement, and this is another of its functions. Every line goes somewhere, so the
viewer's eye naturatly follows it. Alberto Giacometti's Nose gives us a particularly compelling sculptural
line in the form of Pinocchio figure who has told many lies indeed. The head and torso are suspended,
possibly trapped, inside a cage, with only the elongated nose-symbol of the liar- projecting outside.
No matter how many times we as viewers try to focus on the face, the sharp line of the nose keeps
pulling us away again. Yet another function of line is the creation of pattern and iexture. Saul Steinberg
has used lines in creating the ornate texture of chicken feathers in his ink drawing Hen. Repealed,
inteMovwn squiggly lines, drawn in a decorative pattern, suggest a fabulous plumage that any bird
would be proud of. The face and feet of the hen seem almost an afterthought to this rich display of
texture \

Put "T" for true and "F" for false statements (2)
... .. . 1 . Line does not imply any movement.
......2. The nose in Giacometti's sculpture makes the viewers to pull away from the head-
... . ..3. The elongated nose is symbol of the stability.
......4. The head and torso are suspended and trapped in a cage.
......5. Another function of line is the creation of pattern and texture.
....-.6. Saul Steinberg has used lines in creating the ornate texture.
. . ....7. Repeated and interwoven lines suggest a fabulous plumage
. . ....8. The rich display of texture seem almost an afterthought.

Comprehension:
A shape is a two-dimensional area with identifiable boundaries. Circle and squares are shapes. A mass
is a three-dimensional solid. lt has actual depth in space. An orange is a piece of fruit, and it is also a
spherical orange mass. Spheres and cubes are masses. Volume may be synonymous with mass
except that volume can also refer to a void, and empty but enclosed space. We can talk about the
volume of a building. Form is the trickiest term of all, because it has so many meanings. lt can mean
shape 0r mass. lt can refer generally to the way a work of art looks or the way it put together.
Geometric shapes, bases on the mechanically drawn lines, include the sguare, the rectangle, the circle,
and the triangle. Organic shapes are based on the forms of nature, which are usually rounded, irregular
and curving.

Put "T" for true and "F" for false statements (2)
......1. A shape is not a two-dimensional area.
... ...2. A mass is a three-dimensional solid.
. . , ... 3. Spheres and cubes are shapes.
.,....4.Circle and squares are shapes.

5. Form is the trickiest term of all.
6. Form can mean shape or mass

.. . . .. 7. Square and rectangle are organic shapes.

......8. Organic shapes are based on the forms of nature, usually rounded and irregular.
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B. Fill in the blanks with the following words. (2)

line has a/an meaning that encompasses everything in visual arts Vertical lines may

have a/an quaritvinai o"etv gravity. Many may have a sense of when line are

JLg"rar.tnEakins,paintingiweseldori.....:.......... Verticat tines, The Raft of Medusa is.'..'.'......
on actual event. Agitated oooies in Gericault,s painting ....'....,'.'.,,. a desperate Situation. ln MatiSSe,S

drawing the tong e'iegant line . . , ... .. . . ... .. sensual quality of form'

C. Fill in the blanks with the following words' (2)

based
broad

Capable
Vision

experience
instability

assertive
visual

purpose
value

imply
conveys

color
visual

emotions
analyze

ln order to understand the role of in art, it woutd be best to " ' """ - ' "it
in terms of its three basic properties; hue, .................... and saturation. Although all three are

continuatrv and inseparabiy piesent in normat .......'."'." " , they can be easily isolated and

discussed for the . .. ... . .. - . . ... ... ... of this analysis. r

Color, inthissense, isattherootof all """"" "" ' appearances ln addition to being

fundamental to our vision, color is often of having such an impact on our " """ "

D. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate form of the words given' (6)

1 . Represent
a. Itiondrian's works ... .. ... ... - a logical approach to painting'

b. Polyphony in baroque style is .... .....,'..... ....... unlimited illusion of depth'

.. rn. Lrt ofpainting consiits only in the .. ... ... of objects which the artist can see.

2. Real
a. No image can be absolutely .-...... ......... in any work of art'

b. ' .......................' is a word coined by Gustave Courbet'

a. tn ,ny period of art, painting can revive itself as a movement'

3. Origin
a. M-exican artists find their .. .........-.. in pre-Columbian art'

b. Any ...... ... ... ... ... ... work of art represenis an actual portrait of its creator

c, The most imporiant substance of any truthful workof artis ' "" " "'
4. Dimension

a. ln one of his works, Picasso sought a personal means of creating the illusion

b. Gauguin placed flai areas of colors next to one another to emphasize the two
of a third

Monte Sainte-Vicfor're in France in 1902'
that seeks to express inner feelings will not be bound by

national frontiers.
c. Expressionist ,..' Chose to convey internal reactions'

6. Reftect
a. The .......-.............. of blue light on a yeilow wall creates green'

b. The method of showing the efflct of ... . . light was developed several centuries ago'

c. The use of red color in a painting anger'

7. Cube
a, Artisis can define space by using a .. ' .. '...... . '. . '... on a two-dimentional surface'

b. ln analytical cubism, objeCts are normally in '.........,.- "" forms'

... .... ...... ....... as a style was formed in early twentieth century by Picasso and Braque'

nature of the picture Plain
c. ... ... . .. ... ... ... design is a

5. paint
basic form when planning an architectural work'
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pictures.

c. Any form printed white would appear more ... ... -. . ... ... . ,. . .. .

E. After reading the paragraph choose a, b, c, or d which best completes each item ('1'25)

value means relative lightness or darkness in painting, Value is usually considered in terms of a

value scale, ranging from whiie (the lightest) to black (the darkest), with several.gradations in between

Works of art in rinidn light valuei predominate are called high-key. Those in which dark values

predominate are caltedtow-key. Value contrasts - contrasts of light and dark - may.be used in a

fainting or drawing to create the effects of light and shadow in the natural world. This technique is

called chiaroscuro, which literally means ' lighudark'.

1. Value means ................ in painting
a. Iightness
c. relative lightness and darkness

b. texture
d. darkness

2. When llght values predominates in a painting, it is called... '..........
a. the dark value b. chiaroscuro
c. low-key d. high-key

3. When dark values predominates in a painting, it is called \

a. low-key b. chiaroscuro
c. high-key d. light value

4. Valuj is usually considered in terms of a value scale, ranging from white (the lightest) to

black (the darkesi) with several in between
a. texture b. forms
c. shapes.

5. Chiaroscuro, literally means
a. square
b. predominate

d. gradations

b. light/dark
d. light

F. After reading the paragraph choose a, b, c, or d which best completes each ltem (1'25)

One very important function of line is the creation of shaded effects. Shading is natural to some media

tit<e pen6il, but with a more linear medium such as pen and ink, this is not possible. lnstead the artist

will create shaded effects by means of closely spaced short lines. Hatching is an area.of closely

spaced parallel lines. C/oss-haf ching is similar except that the parallel lines intersect like a narrow

ci.reckerboard. Stippling means that ihe lines are reduced to dots and spaced closer together or farther

apart. Often the goal oishading is to moder, or to creaie the illusion of three-dimensionality

'1. ................... is to create dimension in a painting
a. texture b. movement
c. modeling d. Pattern

2. ln hatching, we are mainly using ....,........ Lines
a. checkerboard
c. curved

a. circling
c. stippling

4. Stippling
a. dots
c. cross-hatching

5. The goal of shading is to .

a. model
b. draw shapes

b. intersect

means that tines reduced ," ......1..1.11.i1:t'""tt
b. hatching
d. shapes

b. create texture
d. stipple

<3)

b. parallel
d. long

3. ln cross-hatching parallel lines .........-......... like a checkerboard.
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G. Choose a, b, c, or d which completes the meaning of sentences or answers (2.5)

1. What are two important characteristics of line?
a- color and v,rlue b. direction and linear quality

c. wave and curve d. circle and square

2. When light values predominates in a painting, it is called
a. low-key b. chiaroscuro
c. high-key d. dark value

3. Complementary color are the ................... colors on the color wheel.

a. near b. adjacent
c. secondary d. oPPosite

4. What is value in a painting.
a. relative lightness and darkness b. movement
c. direction d. three-dimensionality

5. What is the definition of a mass?
a. a void square b. square and circle
c. two-dimensional area d. a three-dimensional solid

6. Modeling is a technique used to creaie
a. texture b. shaPe
c. direction d. three-dimensionality

7. Outline drawing is ... .. . ... .. .

a. shading b. hatching drawing
c. contour drawing d. chiaroscuro

8. Secondary colors are made by combining two ... . .. . . . .. . . ..

a. tertiary colors b. opposite colors
c. complementary colors d. primary colors

9. When dark values predominates in a painting, it is called
a. Iow-key b. chiaroscuro
c. high-key d. light

10. Red and blue are
a. secondary cotors b. complementary colors
c. tertiary colors d. Primary colors

H. Write the answers to the following questions: (1)
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Good luck
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